WINTER 2018 UNDERGRADUATE COURSES BY SUBFIELD

ANTHROPOLOGICAL ARCHAEOLOGY (ANTHRARC)

284 Aztec, Maya, and Inca Civilizations (4) (SS) TTh 1-2:30 Marcus/Flannery
285 Frauds and Fantastic Claims in Archaeology (4) (SS, R&E) MWF 11-12 Young
296 Topics in Archaeology (3) (SS)
Section 001 Local Food Producers MW 2:30-4 Young
381 Introduction to Egyptian Archaeology (*NEAREAST 338, HA 382) (4) (HU) MW 1-2:30 Richards
384 Ancient Mesopotamia: History & Culture (*NEAREAST 337) (3) (ID) (Sophomore standing) TTh 2:30-4
386 Early Civilizations (4) (SS, ULWR) (Sophomore standing) TTh 10-11:30
482 Topics in Anthropological Archaeology (3) (Junior standing or P.I.)(May repeat up to 6 credits)
Section 001 Madagascar TTh 2:30-4 Wright

BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (ANTHRBIO)

201 Introduction to Biological Anthropology (4) (NS, BS) MWF 10-11 Mitani
364 Nutrition & Evolution (4) (NS, BS) (Sophomore standing) TTh 11:30-1 Devlin
450 Molecular Anthropology (4) (BS) MW 10-11:30 Bigham
469 Topics in Biological Anthropology (3) (BS)
Section 001 Bone and Fat in Human Evolution TTh 2:30-4 Devlin
471 Research in Biological Anthropology (1-4) (BS) (Permission of instructor)
Section 001 Paleoeology and Paleodietary Reconstructions T 10-1 Kingston
Section 002 Molecular Anthropology W 2-4 Bigham
475 Evolution of Genus Homo (4) (BS) TTh 1-2:30 Wolpoff

LINGUISTIC ANTHROPOLOGY (ANTHRCUL)

272 Language in Society: Words Matter (LING 272) (4) (SS, R&E) TTh 11:30-1 Lempert
370 Language and Discrimination: Language as a Social Statement (LING 370) (3) (SS, R&E) MW 1-2 Queen
Sociocultural Anthropology (ANTHRcUL)

Introductory Courses

101 Introduction to Anthropology (4) (SS, R&E) MWF 11-12 Chivens, TTh 10-11:30 De León
202 Ethnic Diversity in Japan (3) (SS, R&E) TTh 1-2:30 Robertson
226 Introduction to Historical Anthropology (HISTORY 229) (3) (SS) MW 10-11:30 Dua

Sociocultural Anthropology—Regional Courses

317 Communism and Capitalism in Eastern Europe (HIST 228 POLSCI 334, REES 397, SLAVIC 397, SOC 317) (4) (SS) TTh 11:30-1 Fehervary
320 Mexico: Culture and Society (4) TTh 4-5:30 Frye
402 Chinese Society & Culture (3) TTh 1-2:30 Mueggler
409 Peoples and Cultures of the Near East and North Africa (3) (Junior standing) TTh 4-5:30 Vinea
411 African Cultures (AAS 422) (3) (Junior standing) TTh 2:30-4 Owusu

Sociocultural Anthropology—Theory/Method Courses

331 Kinship, Social Organization, and Society (3) (SS) MW 10-11:30 Akin

Sociocultural Anthropology—Topical Courses

252 Law and Culture (4) (SS) MW 1-2:30 Dua
258 Honors Seminar in Sociocultural Anthropology (3) (Honors)
   Section 001 Culture & Medicine TTh 1-2:30 Peters-Golden
298 Topics in Sociocultural Anthropology (3) (SS)
   Section 001 Goods and Goodness MW 2:30-4 Lynch
329 Encounters: Cultural Difference in the Modern World (4) (SS, ULWR) TTh 10-11:30 Kirsch
331 Kinship, Social Organization, and Society (3) (SS) MW 10-11:30 Akin
344 Medical Anthropology (4) (SS) (Anthrcul 101 or 222 or Soph or above) TTh 10-11:30 Peters-Golden
356 Topics in Sociocultural Anthropology (3) (A crse in Anth& JR STDG or P.I.)
   Section 001 The Modern Corporation TTh 11:30-1 Hull
357 Undergraduate Seminar in Sociocultural Anthropology (3) (1 Anthrcul crse & JR standing)
   Section 001 Confronting Inequality TTh 1-2:30 Frye
430 History, Memory, and Silence (*HISTORY 430) (3) T 1-4 Al-Rustom
439 Economic Anthropology and Development (3) (Junior standing) TTh 11:30-1 Owusu
446 Sex and the City: Urban Geography and Sexual Locations (WOMENSTD 446) TTh 2:30-4 Rubin
458 Topics in Sociocultural and Linguistic Anthropology (3) (Junior Standing) (May be repeated for up to 6 cr)
   Section 001 Ethnography Lab: The Drug War, NAFTA and Environmental Health in Mexico City T 9-12 Roberts
   Section 002 Design and Power MW 10-11:30 Thomson
Section 003 The Anthropology of Infectious Disease MW 11:30-1 Dumes
Section 004 Traditions and Directions of Psychiatric Anthropology M 3-6 Ma
Section 005 Traveling Home T 1-4 Behar
Section 006 Singing the Community: Armenian Liturgy and the Anthropology of Ritual and Sound MW 2:30-4 Sheklian

MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

ANTHRBIO 364 Nutrition & Evolution (4) TTh 11:30-1 Devlin
258 Honors Seminar in Sociocultural Anthropology (3)
Section 001 Culture & Medicine TTh 1-2:30 Peters-Golden *This is a small seminar reserved first for honors students. If there are spaces available after registration, then non-honors students can fill them. Email hollypet@umich.edu for an override*
344 Medical Anthropology (4) (SS) (ANTHRCUL 101 or 222 or Soph or above) TTh 10-11:30 Peters-Golden

Additional Medical Anthropology Courses
458 Topics in Sociocultural and Linguistic Anthropology (3) (Junior Standing) (May be repeated for up to 6 cr)
Section 001 Ethnography Lab: The Drug War, NAFTA and Environmental Health in Mexico City T 9-12 Roberts
Section 003 The Anthropology of Infectious Disease MW 11:30-1 Dumes
Section 004 Traditions and Directions of Psychiatric Anthropology M 3-6 Ma
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